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Tape Option for DVMS DVR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In response to customer’s increasing need for low cost, long term digital video storage, Gyyr has 
added a new solution. The DAT option offers high capacity storage for the DVMS line of Digital 
Video Recorders. The DDS4 DAT drive is available as an option for all DVMS units with SCSI 
configuration. This allows storage of up to 20GB of  DVMS video on a single tape.  
 
Pre-configured systems will be the DVMS 100 or 400 with an internal Extended Capacity SCSI 
Hard Drive (soon to be 36GB) and the DAT drive in the upper Media slot. Optionally, the DAT is 
available in external configuration, to easily retrofit existing SCSI systems deployed in the field. 
 
Storage costs using our DAT media are greatly reduced, as low $1.50/GB. This compared favorably 
to storage on SCSI Hard drives, which can easily reach $20/GB. This technology allows customers 
to archive video for months, even years without tying up expensive, fast depreciating Hard Drives. 
 
DVMS allows for simultaneous recording to Hard Drive and Tape when in Dualstream mode. For 
record rates above 10 images/second, video can be auto-transferred to tape on a daily basis when 
recording stops. Local playback on DVMS requires restoration of tape contents to the internal hard 
disc. However, the new “Media Player” version of DVMS Remote Access Software (v2.27) allows 
for direct tape playback on a PC with a compatible tape drive. This greatly speeds and simplifies 
video review, allowing for basic tape shuttle functions like Play, Fast Forward, Rewind and Search. 
This is a significant achievement, as competitive solutions using DAT require data restoration 
BEFORE you can view video. RAS v2.27 is scheduled for release on May 15, 2001. 
 
DAT is yet another addition to the multitude of options for the DVMS platform. Customers can 
easily choose a system that fits their technology requirements, and their budgets. For high 
performance storage with instant search, customers can choose the DVMS RAID Tower options. For 
low cost archiving, choose the new DAT option. 
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Price 

DVMS 400 DV4-SE-TPD Fixed Extended Capacity SCSI HD +DDS4 DAT $8742 
DVMS 100 DV1-SE-TPD Fixed Extended Capacity SCSI HD +DDS4 DAT $6832 
Ext. DAT-400 DV4-TAPED-A  20GB DDS4 SCSI DAT Drive, External for DVMS 400 $2923 
Ext. DAT-100 DV1-TAPED-A  20GB DDS4 SCSI DAT Drive, External for DVMS 100 $2923 
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